
Homework 0: Singly Linked Lists

Write a program to manipulate singly linked lists. Your program should be written in C. Do not
use any builtin list library functions.

A singly linked list consists of a series of cells connected via pointers. Call the struct that you
need to represent each node of the list as cell. Each cell has two fields: a data field that is a
positive integer and a pointer field that points to the next cell. The pointer field in the last cell
will contain NULL. Test all your functions for boundary conditions, i.e., ensure that they behave
correctly if the list is empty or it has exactly one element, etc.

Implement the following functions:

1. (cell *) createlist(): createlist function reads an input file containing positive integers
(one number per line) and creates a list containing these numbers, one per cell. -1 in the
input file indicates end of the list. This way you can have multiple lists specified in the
same input file. Assume that the input file is called “input”. Each call to createlist reads
the numbers in the input file, until -1 is reached, and puts these numbers in the list, and
returns a pointer to the head of this list.

Thus, if the input file contains

1

2

-1

4

5

6

-1

Then first call to createlist will return a pointer to the list 1->2->null and the second
call to createlist will return a pointer to the list 4->5->6->null.

2. int member(int n, cell *p): which takes two arguments: a number n and a pointer p
to a list; it returns 1 if the number is found in the list, 0 otherwise.

3. (cell *) delete(int n, cell *p): which takes two arguments: a number n and a
pointer p to a list. It returns a list that is obtained by deleting the number n from the list
p. If the number is not found, then p is returned unchanged.

4. int last(cell *p): which takes a pointer p to a list as an argument and returns the last
element in the list (if the list is empty, it return -1).

5. (cell *) append(cell *p, cell *q): which takes pointers p and q to two lists as ar-
guments and returns the pointer to a list obtained by appending the list q to list p.

6. (cell *) reverse(cell *p): which takes as an argument a pointer p to a list and returns
a pointer to a list that contains all the elements of the list p in reverse order.
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7. void display(cell *p): which takes a pointer p to a list as an argument and prints
the list as an ML list on the standard output. Thus, the list 10->20->30->nil will be
displayed as [10,20,30].

Submit your code and sample runs (screen dumps) via eLearning.
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